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Crawford & Company® announces key senior hires across  

Casualty Specialist and International Risks team  

Three new directors and two associate directors appointed 
 

LONDON (11 JANUARY 2022): Crawford & Company (NYSE: CRD-A and CRD-B), the world’s largest 

publicly listed independent provider of claims management and outsourcing solutions to carriers, 

brokers and corporations, has today announced five senior appointments within its Casualty 

Specialist and International Risks (CSIR) team. 

Christopher Gliddon has been appointed as director of Financial Institutions and UK Cyber Lead, 

Emma Hallinan as director of Medical Malpractice & Clinical Negligence, and Simon Low as director 

of Trade Credit & Political Risk. In addition, Adrian Howard and Edmund Naish have both been 

appointed as associate directors, Financial Lines and Financial Institutions. 

All of these are new roles within the team and form part of Crawford’s ongoing investment in 

extending the scope of capabilities and depth of expertise represented by the CSIR team. 

Gliddon’s extensive expertise spans the adjusting and legal sectors and he is highly experienced in 

the management of losses affecting financial institutions and commercial entities on a global basis. 

He joins Crawford from ASL International where he was an associate director, having joined the 

company in 2014, and prior to this was an insurance solicitor at BLM. 

Hallinan has over 25 years of experience in clinical negligence and medical malpractice claims 

handling, including over twenty years in senior leadership roles at the Medical Protection Society, 

most recently as director of Claims Policy and Technical. She brings considerable knowledge across 

catastrophic, volume and international claims to the new role. 

Low has decades of market experience across the trade credit and political risk sectors to the CSIR 

team. Most recently, he was group head of Crisis Management and Political Risk / Credit Insurance 

and head of Specialty at Starstone Insurance and was previously global group head of Political Risk 

and Crisis Management at Sompo Canopius.  

With more than 34 years of experience in the complex insurance claims industry, including 27 years 

at Marsh, and more recently seven years with a Chartered Loss Adjusters, Howard is a seasoned 

market practitioner. He specializes in management liability claims and has broad experience across 

public and products liability, professional liability, fiduciary liability, crime and cyber. 

Edmund Naish is a senior claims professional with over 25 years of wide-ranging experience handling 

direct and re/insurance casualty claims within the London insurance market emanating from the UK, 

European and international markets.



 

Commenting on the appointments, Andrew Bart, president of Loss Adjusting, International at 

Crawford said: “Today’s appointments are testament to the phenomenal success achieved by our 

CSIR team and our commitment to building on that success. By significantly boosting the talent base 

within our team by bringing on board Chris, Emma, Simon, Adrian and Edmund – each representing 

huge experience within their respective fields – and capitalizing on Crawford’s advanced capabilities, 

we can provide a quality of service, level of expertise and scale unmatched in our marketplace.” 

Rowena Byrne-Jones, divisional director, Crawford Specialist and International Risks, added, 

“Crawford continues to attract and recruit market leading experts in the specialist casualty classes 

evidencing our commitment to support our customers, both in UK and international markets, and an 

unparalleled commitment to the growth of expert technical loss adjusting.” 

About Crawford®  

Based in Atlanta, Crawford & Company (NYSE: CRD‐A and CRD‐B) is the world’s largest publicly listed 

independent provider of claims management and outsourcing solutions to carriers, brokers, and 

corporates with an expansive global network serving clients in more than 70 countries. The 

Company’s two classes of stock are substantially identical, except with respect to voting rights and 

the Company’s ability to pay greater cash dividends on the non-voting Class A Common Stock (CRD-

A) than on the voting Class B Common Stock (CRD-B), subject to certain limitations. In addition, with 

respect to mergers or similar transactions, holders of CRD-A must receive the same type and amount 

of consideration as holders of CRD-B, unless different consideration is approved by the holders of 75 

percent of CRD-A, voting as a class. More information is available at www.crawco.com.  
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